Abstract: We consider the following special problem related to the optimal layout problems of materials: Given two elastic materials, C 1 and C 2 the corresponding elasticity tensors, and a forcef, nd the strong closure of strains and stresses as the distribution of the materials varies or, alternatively, nd the sets of elasticity tensors which generate these strong closures. In this paper, it is shown that the local incompatibility conditions depending on C 1 , C 2 and the local properties of strains or stresses characterize completely these sets. A connection to multiple well problems is established.
Introduction
In many optimal design problems, especially in the optimal layout problems of materials, the original set of admissible controls is typically nonconvex, e.g it consists of the characteristic functions of the sets occupied by the given materials. It is well-known that these problems do not in general have classical solutions (see e.g. 12]). Therefore, in order to ensure the existence of a solution and to enable some solution procedure it was necessary to regularize or to relax the problem. This led to the search for appropriate extensions of the original optimal control problems. It turned out that in the case of weakly continuous cost functions (e.g. the compliance function in linear elasticity 2]) the notion of the G{closure gave the right answer; for linear conductivity and linear elasticity problems it was proved that by replacing the original set of admissible materials by their G{closure set we got a well{posed relaxed formulation. The main di culty is here that the explicit characterization of the G{closure is known only in rare cases 11], 23].
On the other hand, the case of not weakly continuous cost functions, e.g. functions depeding nonlinearly on the gradient or the cogradient of the state function in a linear conductivity problem or on the strain or the stress of the state function in a linear elasticity problem, is even more involved: so far there exists not any (good) relaxation procedure. In principle, one could say that the G{closure also gives here the right answer, but now as a result of the fact that the cost function is not weakly continuous its form is changed during the procedure of G{closure and its explicit form is unknown. The rst step towards some understanding of these problem is to try to nd a characterization of the strong closure of the gradients and the cogradients or the strains and the stresses of the state functions as the coe cient tensor of the state equation goes through the original control set. More precisely, we are interested in to nd a characterization of an extended control set which generates the corresponding strong closure. Because if, for example, the cost function is continuous with respect to the strong convergence of the state functions (e.g. J(u) = kru ? k L 2 ( ) in conductivity) it remains the same in this extended control set. And if this set has a better structure than the original control set of characteristic functions this may enable the calculations of the variations for the cost function and, consequently, some solution procedure can be applied. The main drawback in this approach is that we can not in general expect that it gives a full relaxation for the original problem.
To explain the problems under consideration and our motivation in more detail, we rst discuss an optimal control problem the state equation of which is a linear conductivity equation. Throughout the whole paper we restrict our analysis mainly to the case of two materials without volume restrictions. Note that the incorporation of those additional constraints would not cause any theoretical di culties, only some extra technical work. The general problem is de ned by min J(u) u solves F(A; u) = 0; A 2 M in which J is said to be a cost function, F(A; u) = 0 a state equation and M a set of admissible controls. In linear conductivity the set M is as follows:
M cond = A 2 L 1 ( ; IR n n sym ) A(x) = (x)A 1 + (1 ? (x))A 2 ; (1) where is a bounded Lipschitz domain in IR n , IR n n sym is a set of symmetric matrices and is the characteristic function of the material 1. For the materials 1 and 2 we impose the following condition: conductivity tensors A 1 ,A 2 2 IR n n sym satisfy 9 ; > 0 : j j 2 A i j j 2 8 2 IR n ; i = 1; 2:
The state equation in conductivity is of the form: For given f 2 H ?1 ( ) nd u 2 H 1 0 ( )
(for the sake of simplicity we have made the assumption of the zero boundary conditions).
Below we denote by u(A; f) the solution of (3) Now we are interested in to nd out descriptions of the closures of the sets above with respect to the corresponding strong topology, that is, with respect to the strong topology of L 2 ( ; IR n ). Notice that we already have characterizations for their closures with respect to the corresponding weak topologies. Indeed, the weak closure of Z cond (M cond ; f) is exactly Z cond (GM cond ; f) where GM cond is the G{closure of M cond . Further, since the G{closure sets are independent of the right hand side f, the weak closure Z cond (GM cond ; f) depends on f only via (3). A similar result holds for the cogradients. Now our aim is to establish analogous results for the strong closures: nd a bigger set M, M cond M, such that Z cond (M; f) is the desired strong closure of Z cond (M cond ; f) and M is independent of f. In conductivity it is possible to do that: Theorem 1 Let M cond be de ned by (1 The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the strong closure problems for two linear elastic materials and present the main results: Theorems 4 and 5. Further, for the convenience of readers we state the corresponding theorems for system of equations (n = m). In Remark 1 we illustrate the results in the case of 2-dimensional linear elasticity.
Sections 3{6 are devoted to the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 which are done in several steps: In Sections 3 and 4 we prove some local properties for the sequences the strong convergences of which are equivalent to the strong convergence of strains and stresses. In Section 5 we construct special microstructures for which either strains or stresses converge strongly. The proofs of Theorem 4 and 5 are completed in Section 6.
In Section 7 we show that strong closure problems and multiple well problems are very closely related. Actually, this relation o ers an alternative way to show some parts of the proofs of Theorems 2{5 by using the results established for multiple well problems. And, moreover, it explains that the case of three or more phases is substantially more di cult. Note that the use of the (not standard) weak formulations above does not restrict the validity of our analysis; the di culty which arises if we transform them from the formulations above to more standard ones is how f andf are changed. It is also clear that both equations (9) and (10) i.e. Z sys (M sys ; f) is the set of the gradients of all feasible states u(A; f) for the equations (9) as A 2 M sys and Z 0 sys (M sys ; f) is the corresponding set of all feasible cogradients. Equally, we de ne Z elas (M elas ; f) = g 2L g = e(u(C;f)); C 2 M elas ; Z 0 elas (M elas ; f) = g 2L g = Ce(u(C;f)); C 2 M elas ;
i.e. Z elas (M elas ; f) stands for the set of the strains of all feasible displacements u(C;f) for 
If either the bulk moduli or the shear moduli for the phases 1 and 2 are the same we can easily deduce from (13) that the original set of strains Z elas (M elas ;f) is closed with respect to the strong topology ofL. On the other hand, the local eigenvalue condition (12) is equivalent to
Then, if the shear moduli are the same the original set of stresses is strongly closed. And, if the bulk moduli are the same the condition (13) does not restrict anything and, consequently, the strong closure of stresses is equal to Z 0 elas ((coM ?1 elas ) ?1 ;f).
For a general isotropic case the conditions (13) and (14) are not very useful, since they depend on the local strains or stresses. An exception is the deviatoric stress D = ? 1 2 tr ((0; 2 ; 3 ) in our basis): its strong closure is generated by (coM ?1 elas ) ?1 . Note that the conditions (13) and (14) are consistent with the energy bounds derived in 1]: the (local) strain ( 1 ; 2 ; 3 ) can belong to the strong closure if and only if the (local) optimal upper bound for the energy is the aritmetic mean value and, similarly, the (local) stress ( 1 ; 2 ; 3 ) can belong to the strong closure if and only if the (local) optimal lower bound for the energy is the harmonic mean value (cf. the conditions derived in 9] for the strong convergence of the gradients and cogradients for a linear conductivity problem which can be easily generalized for linear elasticity).
Suppose that the phases are anisotropic with square symmetry, i.e. in a diagonal form they have the representations Now the local incompatible conditions corresponding to (13) and (14) (15) and (16) are of the same form as (13) and (14), respectively, thus the conclusions for the strong closures are essentially the same as in the case of isotropic phases.
If phases have more general anisotropy the local incompatibility conditions become quite complicated so that it is not clear if one can derive some useful information from them for the strong closures. Therefore, we skip them here. The same comment is also valid for 3-dimensional linear elasticity.
Localization of properties of projection operators
In this section we investigate the following localization question: when the strong convergence of a sequence fPf k g ( 
By virtue of the assumption (i) kPX n 0f k ? Pf k k ! 0 as j 0 j ! 0 uniformly with respect to the choice of 0 and uniformly with respect to k.
This 
The proof for these both convergences are identical and, therefore, we shall give the proof only for the rst one.
The elements e(u k ) = PX D1gk converge to zero weakly as k ! 1 and by virtue of Korn's inequality u k * 0 weakly in H as k ! 1. (ii)f k * 0 weakly inL as k ! 1; (iii) P ?f k ! 0 strongly inL as k ! 1.
Then for every measurable subset Q P ? X Qfk ! 0 strongly inL as k ! 1:
Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 1 with the only exception in the proof of the analogues of the convergences (19) . The only change in this proof is that instead of the straightforward estimates for elements P ? X D1gk one starts with the estimates for PX D1gk , after what the strong convergence of the sequence fX n 1 P ? X D1gk g is an immediate consequence from the equality P ? X D1gk = X D1gk ? PX D1gk since the elements X n 1 X D1gk are identically equal to zero. 2 Lemma 3 Letf be an element ofL and let a sequence fa k g L 2 ( ) be such that But this relationship means that 2 (x 0 ) = 0. Because the points x 0 which are the Lebesque points for a nite number of functions have a full measure in Q, it holds 2 (x) = 0 a.e.
x 2 Q which is su cient for the convergence X Q a k ! 0 strongly as k ! (24) becomes to e(v k (y)) = X B a k (y) diag( 1 ; :::; n ) + R " k (y) R : (25) Denote, for a symmetric matrix A = (a ij ), by M ij (A) the second order minor M ij (A) = a ii a ij a ji a jj and denote by J y (w) the Jacobi matrix of a vector function w in coordinates y.
All elements e(u k ) belong to a bounded set inL, therefore, due to Korn's inequality all sequences fu k g converges weakly in H as k ! 1 to elements u , respectively. Since the elements v k were obtained from u k by means of the constant transform v = Ru, then the sequences fv k g converges weakly as k ! 1 to the elements v = Ru , respectively. Since a k * 0 weakly as k ! 1 then by passing to the limit in relationships (25) w k * w weakly in H =)
Then passing in (27) to the limit as k ! 1 and taking into account estimates (23) and (26) we get that Z 
Strong convergence for special microstructures
In this section we show the existence of weakly convergent sequences fa k g L 2 ( ) such that Pa kf ! 0 strongly (or P ? a kf ! 0 strongly) provided that the elementf has speci c properties.
Remind that by U 0 we denote the set of all characteristic functions of measurable subsets of and that by U we denote the closed convex hull of U 0 . The sets U 0 and U are always considered as subsets of L 2 ( ).
Lemma 7 Let 0 be an element of U and letf 2L be such that for some subset Q rankf(x) n ? 1 a.e. x 2 Q: Then there exists a sequence f k g U 0 such that k * 0 weakly in L 2 ( ) as k ! 1; PX Q ( k ? 0 )f ! 0 strongly inL as k ! 1:
Proof. Without loosing generality we can assume that suppf Q. Since By the properties (30) the last two terms in the right hand side of this inequality converges to zero as s ! 1. In turn, an appropriate diagonal process will ensure that the rst term in the right hand side of this inequality shall converge to zero too.
Hence, w.l.o.g. we can assume that the set Q consists of a nite number of cubes K 1 ; :::; K p and a set D (meas D arbitrary small) and that in each cube K s the elements 0 andf are constant. It is clear that it is enough to prove the statement of the lemma for one of these cubes which, for the sake of simplicity of expressions, we will denote by K. Thus, we suppose that suppf = K ,f and 0 are constant in K and rankf n ? 1 in K. On the other hand, let e(u 0 ) 2 Z(f). We want to show that there exists a sequence f k g U 0 such that the corresponding sequence fe(u k )g of solutions of (33) converges strongly inL to e(u 0 ). (36) at least two nonzero eigenvalues with the same sign in the case of linear elasticity characterize completely the strong closures. These are exactly the incompatibility conditions established for multiple well problems: if A and B are two n n matrices satisfying (35) (rank(A?B) 2) then there does not exist a nontrivial Young measure x limit of gradients (i.e. it is necessarily a Dirac measure for a.e. x) supported on these matrices and, similarly, if A and B are two positive-de nite, symmetric n n matrices obeying (36) (the matrix A ? B has at least two nonzero eigenvalues with the same sign) then there does not exist a nontrivial Young measure x limit of strains supported on A and B. By a Young measure x limits of gradients supported on a set D IR n n it is meant a family = f x g x2 of probability mesures on IR n n such that there exists a bounded sequence fv k g in W 1;1 ( ; IR n ) such that (rv k ) converges weakly in L 1 ( ) to the function x 7 ! R IR n n (A) d x (A) for any continuous function on IR n n and x is supported on D a.e. x 2 . In a similar way it is de ned Young measures limits of strains and other Young measures under more general di erential restrictions like a divergence-free condition (note that the sets N and N are of that type). Here our objective is not to go further inside this theory (for more details see the monograph 15] and the references therein).
Next we shortly explain the relation between the problems of strong closures and multiple wells. As an example we consider a problem of the strong closure of stresses of M materials which elasticity tensors C i , i = 1; :::; M, satisfy the conditions (7) The functional g is said to be quasiconvex in J . In an analogous way one can de ne quasiconcave or quasia ne functionals: " " is replaced in (43) by " " or "=", respectively. We saw that in both cases the use of quadratic quasiconvex (quasiconcave or quasia ne) functionals was essential and as a result of them we derived the same local necessary conditions. The advantage of establising this relation is that we can now transform the results proved for multiple well problems to the problems studied here: The local conditions of 
